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Mead + Powell Contents 2000 2019 plus Hydrology
46 maf 2000
20 maf 2019
Loss of 26 maf or 60%

4 Periods
2000 2004
2005 2011
2011
2012 2019

Loss of 23 maf
Stasis, gain of ~1 maf
Gain of 6 maf
Loss of 10 maf

In worst years: lose about 5 maf/year
In best years: gain about 6 maf/year
It would take 4 2011-type years in a row to
refill the system to 2000 levels
Hydrology 2000-2007
2.1 maf/yr
worse than 2008-2018

9.5 maf/yr

20.2 maf/yr

14.1 maf/yr

2000-2007 Flows
11.2 maf/year

2008-2018 Flows
13.3 maf/year

11.8 maf/yr

Lake Mead Contents 2000-2019
Loss of 15 maf over 19 Years
800 kaf/year, 40% remains

2000 Contents: 25 maf

4 Periods
2019 Contents: 10 maf

2000-2011 -- Loss of 15 maf
1.4 maf loss/year
2011

2012-2104

Equalization
5 maf gain
Loss of Equalization
5 maf loss

2014-2019 -- S abili a ion belo
9 maf/yr Powell Releases
Small Demand Reductions

Interesting to speculate what might
have occurred if DCP in place in 2014
~ 340kaf/yr reductions

1075 to 1090
1050 to 1075
1025 to 1050
Below 1025

Powell Releases 2000 2019 Relative to 8.23 maf
Cumulative Releases above
8.23 maf/year (red line)
13 maf total since 2000
11 maf total since 2008
1 Year at 7.48 maf
2014
4 Years at 8.23
2009,2010,2012,2013
5 Years at 9 maf
2015-2019
2 Equalization Years
2008,2011 (plus 2012**)
7/12 Years >= 9.00 (60%)
4/12 Years = 8.23 (33%)
1/12 Years < 8.23 ( 7%)

Pre 2007 Guidelines
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2018 was Record Warm and Dry in Large Parts of the Southwest

Red = 2000 and after,
19 years total
Lowest Precipitation on Record 4 Corners
Area
Cool + Wet
Blue = 1950 to 1999,
50 years total
Size of the Dot
Proportional to
the annual flow
• Since 2000 only 2 years
cooler than summer
average.
• Only 6 years greater than
average winter
precipitation.
• 13 years both hot and
dry.
• Only 4 years flows >
average.

Warmest Temps on Record in parts of NV, AZ,UT,CO,NM
Hot + Wet

Lee Ferry Natural Flow

Cool + Dry

Hot + Dry

Data: PRISM, Reclamation
Brad Udall, Colorado State University

December 9, 2018

21st Century warmth will be
unlike anything we’ve seen

Dave Pierce, Scripps

21st Century warmth will be
unlike anything we’ve seen

Dave Pierce, Scripps

21st Century warmth will be
unlike anything we’ve seen

Dave Pierce, Scripps

21st Century warmth will be
unlike anything we’ve seen
Recent Hot Years will be relatively
cool (mid-cen
o e en oo
cold end-century) to occur
Hint of more occurrences of
extreme wet than extreme dry
Note: extra precipitation will not
necessarily turn into additional
runoff due to high temps.

Dave Pierce, Scripps
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First, an apology to creators of the 2007 and DCP Rules
• A lot of good thought went into the 2007 and DCP Rules
• We had to start somewhere
• Hindsight is always 20-20
• B in he in e e of a king di c ion and ho gh I m going o
pick some nits with these rules
• In o doing I f ll ackno ledge ha
• I i in he chea ea
he e he co of being ong i lo
• Some ol ion migh c ea e o he oblem
• B I do ho e he e a e lea ome ef l ho gh he e along i h ome
probably wrong-headed ones, too.

Inflated Demands in Models can lead to Bad Outcomes
• 2012 Letter from Pacific Institute / WRA re Basin Study
• Demands not consistent with 6 different storylines
• Not consistent with historic or recent trends in muni savings

• Not using best, updated information
• One state had growth of 150% by 2030 despite 1%/yr now
• Another state had 35% increase over 4 years in large metro area

• Too High Demands have Model World Impacts
• Skew imbalances in supply/demand
• Skew options and strategies to correct the imbalances

• Too High Demands have Real World Impacts
• In 2007, UB wanted to hedge continued low flow hydrology risk
with 7.48 maf/year releases without giving up too many 9.0
maf/year releases
• Modeling results with high demands showed idea worked well
•

But modeled high demands forced Powell lower, leading to more
7.48 releases than were likely given realistic demands

• Reality has been vastly different than the modeling
•
•

~60% of releases >= 9maf /year
Only 7% at 7.48 maf/year

• Note: DCP Demands were recently modified by
Reclamation

8.23 usually
7.48 usually

Intentionally Created Surplus (ICS) Issues
• 4 Types created in 2007 and a new type created in the DCP
• Sol ed U e i o Lo e i P oblem i h he LB
• Intentionally Created Surplus of any kind can be later recovered
• 2007 abo e
befo e
• DCP: Normal ICS can be taken in lieu of shortages

• ICS Withdrawals could make low flow / low reservoir years worse
• Main worry: withdrawals more likely in precisely those years
• Bank R n o a oid anding eg. MWD January 2019

• 2007 ICS Issues
• Pretend we have saved water and point to higher reservoirs
• But not real conservation, merely shifting use in time
• Yet another technique to maximize use from the system

• Ne DCP ICS Sho age ICS ha ano he

oblem

• DCP ICS when Mead > 11 maf
• Worry that later recovery depletes reservoirs just when recovering
• Some bad debts may need to be written off to allow system recovery

• Note: most people agree that overall ICS is a benefit. It allowed inter-year
storage rather than use it or lose it.

Manipulating the System
• Ac ion o Kee
a ge

f om eaching an nde i able

• Good Versions System Conservation PP
• Bad Version Sweet Spot

• Need to explicitly consider human manipulation /
behavior in all targets and operational rules
• Maximize opportunities for good manipulation
• System Conservation Pilot Projects
• ICS may be an example in some cases

• Minimize opportunity for bad manipulation
• Simple, clear, transparent rules help assuming good
vetting
• Agen -ba ed modeling e ha

Evolving Climate Change Understanding
• 2007 Appendix U

• First Attempt to incorporate climate change

• 2012 Basin Study

• False Assumption 1: climate model output adequately
samples the future and thus provides a probability
distribution of that future
• False Assumption 2: managing to the middle of that
future is adequate (e.g. focus on median outcomes)

• High Temperatures are reducing flows significantly
• Woodhouse et al, Udall & Overpeck, Xiao et al.

• Precipitation is far more unknown

• Reasons to think South decrease, North increase
• Still possible to get big years / decades

• 2018 National Climate Assessment:
•

M

manage fo a f

• With all hydrologies

e e can no f ll fo e ee

• Mo e a a f om ing obabili ie
e can no
connect probabilities to real world likelihood
• Build scenarios
• Need robust management at all conceivable low flows

Thi i a i e a aged b clima e change
~ Pat Mulroy, June 6, 2019
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Questioning some of the 2007 Rules
• Are the current rules meeting the objectives set out in the
ROD?
• Are we addressing UB Section III (d ) risk appropriately?

• No explicit consideration of UB III (d) Risk

• Violating III (d) to meet LB Demands in excess
of 8.5 maf/year seems ill-considered
• Fundamental tension in the Compact III (d) vs III (e )
• One solution: Hold UB Harmless for III (d) violation

• Are the current rules too complicated?

• Would a simple (not simplistic) system be better?
• Are the models running the show rather than humans?

• Struggling to understand the value of 9 maf
Powell releases when Powell about 40% full
• We e hi ing he accele a o
option**

hen ma be he b ake i he igh

• Rules seem skewed to maximizing water deliveries rather
than optimizing reliability
•
•
•
•

DCP Shortage converted to DCP ICS, latest example
ICS just shifts use in time, no real conservation
ICS recovery now allowed at very low Mead levels
Mid-Year Mead release re-adjustment can only increase release

2007 ROD

Questioning some of the 2007 Rules
• Why are we forecasting Jan 1 Mead Contents from Aug 15 using 24-Month
Model?
• Adds complexity, 24-Month model subject to change, not generally available
• Added 4.5 month forecast provides minimal additional information, yet some
opportunity to manipulate

• Why are we using forecasted Mead elevation on just 1 date?
• Feels more like an inadequate single marker than a thoughtful management strategy
• Why not use easily calculated average reservoir volume over a period of time?
• Is there a benefit to looking slightly backward in time?

• Are the Powell Tiers the right sizes and locations?
• Is this even the right approach?

• Would there be benefits to using inflows in some cases as a partial trigger?
• This year could justify 9 maf release when otherwise would seem unwise
• Converse, true, too. Low flow year should generate conservation

Concluding Thoughts
• Kudos to those managing this system and balancing
lots of interests
• Much of the Storage loss was pre-2007
• Worse hydrology by 2 maf b
e e lo ano he
post 2011
• Fo e e
and
e e ge ing

• Recen Wa m Tem e a
to occur in 2100

maf

e ma be oo cold

• I doe n ha e o be hi a
• In the UB, 2018 was horrendous

• We need to get the best possible data into our models
• Work on getting politics out of that part of our work

• Is the whole system skewed to producing deliveries at
expense of robust management at low flows ?
• ICS allows us to think we have more water than we do

• Make sure we consider how humans interact with the
system
• Maximize good actions, block/hinder bad actions

• My preference is to operate the system with as
transparent, simple, clear rules as possible

Mead + Powell Contents 2000-2019
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Extra Slides

Lake Powell Contents 2000-2019
Loss of 14 maf over 19 years
740 kaf/year
** with 2019 inflows ~ 9 maf loss
470 kaf/year
5 Periods
2000-2004
2005-2011
2012-2014
2014-2019
2018-2019

Loss of 15 maf
Gain of 10 maf
Loss of 8 maf
Gain of 5 maf
Loss of 5 maf

Moving Equalization Tier

Pre-2008
(no tiers)

Upper Balancing Tier
Mid-Release Tier

Since 2007 Operational
Tiers are: AOPs?
Lower Balancing Tier

Pre-2008 what is always true in this image with 4
very, very small exceptions?
Hint: Think Equalization

Answer: Powell is ALWAYS BELOW
MEAD. No equalization possible.
Unle Re e e E ali a ion i
something we want to consider.

Arizona Diversions Total and CAP
Mid 1980s increase
from ~ 1.3 maf/year
to mid-1990s ~2.8
maf/year

Increase was all due
to CAP

0 maf/year

J. Fleck Lower Colorado River Accounting Data

~ 1.5
maf/year

